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Our Company Culture

Pioneering: We strive to react and work
differently to any other company in the sector
by continually evolving our approach

Digital Disruption has happened across
the board with no signs of stopping
Digital spend continues
to increase

Startups and FinTechs
continue to proliferate

Everyone (and everything)
is constantly connected

Did you know?
80% of us check the phone
within 15 mins of waking
and 90% keep it within 3ft
of us - day and night. (IDC)

The 5 Ms
Method
Agile, scrum, stand-ups, CI etc the processes and
approaches used to 'do' agile
Model
The organisational model needed to enable an agile culture to
take root and flourish so we can 'be' agile not just 'do'
Machinery
The technology and tools needed do enable and automate
the processes, reducing friction, enabling collaboration,
eliminating cycle time
Mindset
The individual and collective growth oriented perspective to
think and behave like a digital native. Customers first, product
and service aligned, strategy aware, value driven, inquisitive,
innovative.
Measures
The interventions needed to kick start the agile transformation
process. True successful Agile must start at the top and take
measures to make a meaningful difference to shift the dial on
the other M's

"Becoming digital means redesigning
your Services and your Organisation
and Embracing Ways of Working that
have long been second nature to the
best internet era businesses. Its that
simple and that hard”

Types of Digital Change

Simple: back office robotic
automation,
recommendation engines
and voice recognition







Complex: advanced
analytics and self-teaching
AI

Digitisation - Making current non-digital things digital.
Like paper to pdf
Digitalisation - digitally enabled, automated processes
with (APIs) that deliver digital and non-digital customer
value
Digital Transformation - pivoting to provide new
customer value by using digitalised capabilities

Why APS?
We are Specialists in Digital, Data, Distribution and Integration for
Wealth and Asset Managers
360 VIEW
Now - you are buying consulting from Generalists. They need to find out
about your business from you before then can begin on your ticket
Future - APS brings expertise & the context, “360 view for the as is and to
be”
PARTNERSHIP
We partner with you to integrate best of breed digital tools and platforms
and connect silos to deliver with a focus on customer experience
Now - you are buying suites that are targeted at Silos - Marketing,
operations, finance
In future - we connect the silos with best of breed digital tools to deliver
awesome customer experience
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE VISION
We help you to set the vision for Customer Experience and bring diverse
teams together to deliver value
Now - different vendors engage with silos - marketing, technology,
finance. This results in different objectives across the organisation and may
lead to friction and failure to meet any objectives
In future - we partner with you to build scalable agile teams all united with
a shared purpose and vision which join internal skills with our external
specialist expertise which ranges form UX/UI to Data and Infrastructure services.

We are about quality over quantity
as this will ensure our reputation is
retained with our clients into the
future.

aps
About APS
Redefining Consultancy Services—A sector catalyst with a trusted network of
professionals.
Our Purpose: We believe consulting needs to be redefined to enable digital
transformation. As a sector catalyst within Wealth & Asset Management we bring
more value to our clients and partners, underpinned by a trusted network of
professional consultants.
Our Approach: We pride ourselves on delivering projects on time, budget and quality
expected in a rapidly changing landscape. Our vision is to become a trusted partner
within the Industry who organisations can rely on to deliver. We work in partnership
with our clients, providing them with the services they require at commercial terms
demonstrating value for money.
Privately owned and UK-based, with the Head Office in London and Operations in
Southampton.
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